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February 5, 2014 

City of Lake Oswego 
Attention: Leslie Hamilton, AICP 
380 A Avenue 
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 

Re: Wizer Block 137 Redevelopment 
Transportation Evaluation 
City of Lake Oswego File No: LU 13-0046 
Mackenzie Project Number 2140028.00 

Dear Ms. Hamilton: 

This letter addresses additional transportation issues specific to the subject development proposal of Block 137 (the 
Wizer block) in Lake Oswego, Oregon. Items addressed in this letter are based on materials submitted into the public 
record as of February 4, 2014. This letter supplements the January 29, 2014 Mackenzie-prepared transportation 
materials submitted into the record. 

The following items are more specifically addressed in this evaluation. 

A. 1st Street Garage Access Location 
B. Event Traffic 
C. Existing Development Trip Generation 
D. Network Analysis and Mitigation 
E. Summary 

A. 1ST STREET GARAGE ACCESS LOCATION 

Consistent with the Applicant’s request, we agree the retail access is best located on 1st Street; however we further 
concur with the staff report which states, “In terms of vehicular circulation, the optimal condition is to locate access 
points for like uses in direct alignment, which minimizes vehicular conflicts and provides clear way-finding and navigation 
for pedestrians.” To this point, it should be noted the proposed 1st Street access is offset from the Lakeview Village 
Parking garage access by approximately 16.5 feet in a manner creating left-turn movement conflicts and does not 
provide clear way-finding for pedestrians crossing 1st Street. 

The proposed offset is significant, not necessary, and may result in unintended future turn restrictions – causing vehicles 
to travel out-of-direction and potentially onto Evergreen Road. 1st Street is a “primary pedestrian way” and is the 
pedestrian corridor between downtown and the Millennium Park/Waterfront areas where pedestrian safety is 
paramount. Therefore, to minimize vehicular and pedestrian conflicts the proposed access needs to be directly aligned 
(no offset) with the Lakeview Village parking garage access. Further, no exceptions or variances should be granted to the 
vehicle ramp and/or access design, including grades or landing areas that could, in any way, compromise pedestrian 
safety. The 1st street vehicle ramp needs to fully meet all Code requirements. 
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B. EVENT TRAFFIC  

The Applicant’s submittal materials, including transportation impact analysis (TIA), do not address operation issues 
regarding event traffic on 1st Street. This street is the pedestrian corridor to Millennium Park and accommodates the 
Saturday farmers market and numerous other events – all creating operation issues on a frequent and consistent basis.  

The Applicant has identified some form of traffic control will need to be provided during event times. As such, the 
Applicant needs to provide a traffic control plan that positively identifies how the proposed development traffic 
operations will safely occur during event times that frequently occur on 1st Street. 

C. EXISTING DEVELOPMENT TRIP GENERATI ON 
 
The Applicant states that simply re-occupying, or re-tenanting, the existing building has the potential to generate more 
trips than the proposed development. This argument is not relevant to the existing application because the Applicant is 
not re-tenanting the existing building. The Applicant further states that re-tenanting an existing retail building does not 
typically require a new traffic impact assessment or mitigation measures if the new uses generate equal or fewer trips 
than the existing uses. Again, this is not relevant because the Applicant is not re-tenanting the existing building. 
 
The Applicant has further stated that re-tenanting the existing 72,700 square feet of restaurant and retail space has the 
potential to generate 280 PM peak hour trips. This estimate grossly overestimates trip generation potential of the 
existing space because a large portion of the existing space in located underground and has never been fully occupied by 
trip generating retail uses. As such, Applicant statements of existing trip generation potential are inaccurate. 

As required by Code, a specific development application has to evaluate the transportation impacts of the proposed 
condition relative to the existing condition – not what could be. To this point, the Applicant estimates the existing Wizer 
development generates 130 PM peak hour trips based on one day of PM peak hour driveway counts obtained in June 
2013. This data only identifies entering and exiting trip generation and does not specifically identify trip distribution (i.e., 
where the trips are coming from or going to) nor does the data indicate if vehicles park on the Wizer site, or whether 
drivers walk off-site, which occurs because on-street parking is not readily available or convenient. 
 
Additional field observations performed by both the Evergreen Neighborhood Association and Mackenzie staff indicate a 
significant number of vehicles parking on the Wizer site and drivers walk off-site; typically patronizing businesses in 
Lakeview Village, even though the site is posted for Wizer parking only. It is also important to note the adjacent on-
street parking was well-occupied when this occurred, typical of the on-street parking condition observed in the 
Applicant’s parking analysis. Evergreen Neighborhood Association field observations also indicate overall development 
trip generation is lower than reported by the Applicant. 
 
Overall, it appears the TIA significantly overestimates existing Wizer development trip generation, resulting in 
underestimation of proposed development impacts. Existing development trip generation should be determined by 
obtaining traffic counts over multiple days (e.g., three consecutive mid-week days specifically identifying vehicles 
parking on site whose passengers patronize the Wizer development and those who walk off-site and only patronize 
others). 
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D. NETWORK ANALYSIS AND MITIGATION 

In response to DRC comments, the Applicant performed additional queuing analysis using SimTraffic. As identified in the 
Applicant’s queuing summary, there are a number of traffic movements at the three signalized A Avenue intersections 
where vehicle queues exceed available storage. These findings are typical for a system operating at or near capacity and 
highlight the need for comprehensive solutions, not simply individual intersection solutions, to address system impacts 
and deficiencies. 

The Applicant’s TIA and January 28, 2014 supplemental transportation analysis present several recommended 
improvements to existing traffic signal coordination, timing, and phasing at the A Avenue/State Street, A Avenue/1st 
Street and A Avenue/2nd Street intersections. These improvements include signal coordination/synchronization by 
installing a signal interconnect, associated signal controller upgrades and implementation of coordinated timing plans. 

The proposed development will have transportation system impacts. Therefore, it is appropriate to require the Applicant 
to mitigate development impacts by constructing/providing the improvements identified on page 12 of the Applicant’s 
supplemental transportation analysis. This mitigation is certainly proportional to the impact and will provide benefit to 
the Applicant. 

E. SUMMARY 

The following summarizes materials contained in the letter specific to be proposed development application: 

 The proposed garage access on 1st Street needs to be directly aligned (no offset) with the Lakeview Village parking 
garage access to minimize motor vehicle and pedestrian conflicts. 

 No exceptions or variances should be granted to the 1st Street vehicle ramp and/or access design, including grades 
or landing areas that could in any way compromise pedestrian safety. 

 The Applicant needs to provide a traffic control plan that positively identifies how the proposed development traffic 
operations will safely occur during event times that frequently occur on 1st Street. 

 The Applicant need to accurately determine existing development trip generation and specifically identify vehicles 
parking on site whose passengers patronize the Wizer development, and those who walk off-site and only patronize 
others. 

 It is appropriate to require the Applicant to mitigate development impacts by constructing/providing improvements 
including installation of a signal interconnect, provision of associated signal controller upgrades and implementation 
of coordinated timing plans. This mitigation is certainly proportional to the impact and will provide benefit to the 
Applicant. 
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The proposed development significantly increases density and FAR on the subject property. And with these increases, 
comes increased transportation impacts. Consistent with City vision, it is realistic to assume the Blocks 148 and 149 will 
redevelop and will also have increased density and transportation impacts. Therefore, it is imperative the DRC and the 
City properly plan for these impacts and appropriately assess new development, including the Applicant’s, as it occurs. 

Sincerely,  

 

Christopher M. Clemow, PE, PTOE 
Transportation Engineer  

c: Greg Hathaway - Hathaway Koback Conners LLP 
 Matt Grady, Barry Cain - Gramor Development 




